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Abstract:
Movable radio-commttnication systenxs are known to cause uncertain delay of the

received signals as a result of the changing clistance between the movable obiecti. tn the
promising wide-band systems with leap changing bearing frequency shall establish and
maintain synchronization through a combination of autonomous iynchronization made
possible by the introduction ofcompact high-stabilityfrequency referinces, andforecasting
methods for the distance between the transmitter and the receivir using auxiliary devici
such as dedicated calculating units, which will provi.de to obtain sufficiently accurate d.aty
to compensate for tlre delay. In view of this setting, lrcre, an atgirithm is sr,tggested forautonomous synchronizcttion with forecast of random d.elay fluctuations,

The problem of communication system synchronization lies in the
time combination of periodic processes, describing the operation of the
transmitter and the receiver. Even the preciso knowledge of the transmitter's
starting operation time and the perfect stabilization of the time standard are
no complete solution of the synchronization problem. This is especially
valid for mobile radio communication, where the change in the dirtun""
between the mobile objects generates indefiniteness in the delay of the
received signals. Nevertheless, some authors [1,2] consider that in the
future, broad band systems with discontinuous variation of the canier
frequency will use a combination of the method of autonomous
synchronization in connection with the creation of compact highly stable
frequency standards and methods of prognosticating the distance between
the transmitter and the receiver by additional means, including special
computing facilities and providing the possibility to obtain sufficiently
precise information for the purpose of compensating the delay. with a view
to this formulation, one of the objectives of this paper is to propose an
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algorithm for autonomous synchronization with prognostication of random
delay fluctuations.

The most universal approach to the problem of the synthesis of
optimal receiving algorithms is based on Markov's nonlinear filtration
theory. To compensate the delay r (t) in the signal propagation medium s(t),
the signal should be emitted ahead of time, i.e. it should bd of the krnd:

S*(t) = s[t+x(t)]'
When available delay t (t), the useful signal at the receiver's input is

described by the expression:
(1) S^[t-t (0] = S{t-t (|+x[t-r (0]]
The problem, whose solution is the subject of this paper, is to

determine the value of x(t), at which maximum root-mean-sqlrare of the
displacement e(t) is obtained at the time of receiving the signal at the
receiver's input with available random delay t (t), or

(2) e(t) = r (t)-x[ct (t)].
To determine x(t) the total current information about the random

delay can be used, which is contained in the rcalized w(t) during the time
interval [0,t] at the receiver's input. This oscillation is a mixture of useful
signal and noise:

(3) w(0 = s*[t-r (t)]+n(t).
The signal emitted by the transmitter at random time te enters the

receiver's input through a random delay channel at time t1, So that the
obvious equation:

(4) To=tr-t(0.
is satisfied.

The described problem could be reduced to determination of the
advance x(t), providing minimum root-mean-square of the displacement
e(t1) of the signal, received at time t1, based on the observation of the
rcalization w(t) by the time of the signal's emission ws = {w(t), 0<t<to}..

As well known, the optimum root-mean-square estimate coincides
with the arbitrary mathematical expectation:

(5) X(to) = M{t (tr)lwo} = Irtptdtto) dr;

Pr(rlA) = P{t (tr) lwo}.
To avoid considering the process at random times, it is reasonable to

introduce the following process:
(6) tr(to)=t(tr).
From (4) it follows that
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(l) r r(to) =r [to +r (r1)] =r lto+t1 (t6)].
In this case with respect to rhe probability density p1(r | 0 it could be

said that it is the current presumptive density of the process's probabilities r
r (t);

pt(r I 0 = P{t (l tr)l wo} = p(rr(toj wo}.
The physical meaning of r r(t) is the delay of the signal emitted at

time ts..

From (7) can be derived an equation, determining the relation
between P1(t ,t) and P(t,ll t) = p(t(t+l)l *e1, or the a posteriorl probabiliry
density of the random delay at the fixed time r (t+l). If I is regarded as a
random value with probability density p(l), and t (t+1) as a function of this
value, than based on (6), the following is valid:

(8) P{rr(t) = r I wo} = 
*1196 

-r t) =1 | wo}p(l)dl
_:

From (7) it follows that 1=rr(t), or:
P(1) =P{rr(t)} = I lw)} = P{[l I t]
In this way, a homogeneous Fredholm integral equation of the

second type can be defined, ploviding the possibility to determine pr(t | 0 at
assigned probability density p{t,ll t).

(e) P1(rl r)= T P(t;11 0p, 0 | 0dl.
-:

Equation (9) relates the probability characteristics of the t1(t)
process to the characteristics of the r(t) process. The algorithm of
calculating P(t; I I t) foliows from the results of the optimum nonlinear
filtration theory. The random delay can assume non negative values, or
rr(t)>0, Pr(t I t)=0 for r<0. That is why in (9), only P(t; l l t) tor 1>0 or oniy
the extrapolated probability density is used. In practice, it can always be
assumed that r (t) is a Markov process component l(t) = {t (0,0(t)}, r (t)
being separated explicitly.

If s(t) is a synchrosignal, emitted by the monitoring station and the
delay is the only random parameter of the s*(t) signal, then the assignment
of t defines completely the signal:

S*[t-t (t)] = S{rt (t)+x[rt (t)]]
The realization of woc" {0 in formula (1) is known, determined by

previou s observations.
so, the determination of the a posteriori probability density of the
probabilities P(r; I I t), based on the observation w,s, is a problem of the
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Markov theory for an optimum linear filtration, that can be solved. The
probability density can be determined by the equation

(10) Y#" =L{ P(t;1lt)}'

where L(.) is the presumptive operator of Focker - Plank - Kolmogorov
tzl.

The initial condition in this equation is determined by the expression:
P(1.; v=.0 | t; = P(t,}.),

where P(t,}.) . Ptl(t) | w'o) is the cunenr a posteriori probability density
of the l,(t) process at the observation y'0, determined by the equation for the
filtration equation of Stratonovich [2]. In this case it is of the following
kind:

APq J) 
= L{P(t,I)} + [F*(t,t) - F.(t)] P(t,].),

dt
(1 1)

where
a

F*(t,t) = a {w(0 S*(t-r) - Zz S*O(t-t)}
N

For the purpose of simplifying equations
extrapolated probability density P(t; I I 0 it i,
known method of the Gaus approximation.

; F'.(t) = I F*(t,t) P(t,),)dl"

(10), (11) and forming the

reasonable to apply the well
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CKIHXPOHI43AIII,I'I B CI4CTEMI{ C PA3IIPENEJIEH CIIEKTbP

Aumouuo Aud o uo e, Irlnrca CmeQ ano e a, Rvuuo Kbuvee
Bucute mp aHcnopmHo yHuruLqe,'7. Ra6neutKoe,,,

Pesrcb,Ie

B c'creMare Ha noABr4x(Hara pa*uoBpb3Ka BcJreAcrBrze Ha
NPOM.SHATA HA PA3CTO,'IHI,{ETO MCXAY NOABI4}KHI,ITE O6EXTU BT,3HIIKBA
HCOIIPEAENEHOCT B 3AKbCHEHI4CTO HA NPI4EMAHI4TE CUIHAITLI. B
nepcrreKTr4BHr4Te rxupoKoJIeHTOBr4 CI4CTeM:a C:,,C CrOroo6pa^:Ho rZ3MeHeHr4e
Ha Hoceuara qecrora' 3a ycraHoBtBaHe I{ [oAAbp)KaHe Ha cr4HxpoHr43arlr4t
rqE C Bb3MO)KI{O I43[IOJI3BAHE HA CbIIETAHIIE HA MCTO,qA 3A ABTOHOMHA
CI,IHXPOHI43AI\Hfl, B'I>B BP63KA C Cb3AABAHCTO HA KOMIIAKTHI4 BI4COKOCTA6UI]|F{W
eraJroHr4 Ha qeorora r,{ MeroArl 3a npofHo3prpaHe na pa3TorHr4ero Me)KAy
NPEAABATEN,f, 14 NPI4EMHI4KA C NOMOIIITA HA AOIIbNHI4TENHIZ CPEICTBA,
BKnIOqBalIr4 Cfrerlnanr43vpaHu z3qr4cJrareJrHr{ ycrpoficrna u AaBarrlr4
B:b3MOII(HOC"I Aa ce ilonyqu AocrarsqHo roqHa uH$oprvraqux c orneA
KOMNEHCUPAHE HA 3AKbCHEHI4ETO, C OINEA HA TA3:2- TIOCTAHOBKA B
Hacrorrrlara pa60ra e npeAnoxeH anropr{TbM 3a aBToHOMHa
cl4HxpoHr43arlur c nporHo3vpaue Ha clyuafinu @nyrcryaqzrz Ha
3aK6CHeHlIeTo.
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